Zeeman Splitting of Zero–Dimensional Heavy–Hole States in a Strongly Strained Ge Quantum Well
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Abstract. The method of magnetotunneling spectroscopy has been used for experimental probing of heavy–hole impurity states in Si/Ge double-barrier heterostructures in magnetic field up to 18 Tesla. The impurities were located in a strained Ge quantum well with a thickness of four monolayers. We have observed a giant anisotropy of Zeeman splitting for these zero–dimensional systems. The splitting was measured as a function of angle between the external magnetic field and the quantum well plane. A complete suppression of the splitting takes place when the magnetic field is oriented parallel to the sample surface and quantum well plane, while in the perpendicular field the observed splitting is maximal.
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INTRODUCTION

Spin–related phenomena in semiconductors draw attention of many researchers due to their possible application in spintronic devices and for quantum computing. A lot of these investigations are devoted to the study of spin–orbit interaction and to spin manipulation along with effective Lande factor \( g \) engineering. We report the results of our study of the influence of homogeneous magnetic fields \( B \) up to 18 Tesla on the current–voltage characteristics (IVC) of a resonant tunneling Si/Ge heterostructure in the temperature range from 100 mK to 1 K.

EXPERIMENT

The measurements were carried out on the samples fabricated of a Si/Ge double–barrier heterostructure with a 4 monolayer–thick strained Ge quantum well embedded in Si. This structure was grown by molecular–beam epitaxy on a boron–doped \( p^- \)–Si (100) substrate at 460° C. A series of vertical resonant tunneling diodes with the average in–plane dimensions of order of 1 µm were processed using electron–beam lithography. The schematic picture of the layer sequence of the structure used is given in Fig. 1 along with the theoretically calculated valence band profile.

The orientation of the external magnetic field \( B \) applied to the samples was varied in the range from \( \Theta = 0^\circ \) to \( \Theta = 90^\circ \), where \( \Theta \) is the angle between the field direction and the quantum well plane.

FIGURE 1. (a) Layer sequence of the studied Si/Ge heterostructure. (b) Self–consistently calculated valence band profile of an active region. The solid line illustrates the course of the heavy–hole subband \( E_{\text{HH}} \). The dashed line corresponds to the light–hole subband \( E_{\text{LH}} \).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The current–voltage characteristics of the samples reveal at low temperatures step–like features [1]. This behavior is observable at bias voltages much lower than voltages (of order of 300 mV) at which an onset of resonant tunneling of holes through two–dimensional states of the Ge quantum well sets in. We attribute these current steps to the tunneling process of holes through the zero–dimensional (0D) energy states created by boron dopant–atoms which have migrated from highly–doped contact layers into the region of the Ge quantum well. Tunneling through 0D heavy–hole (HH) state $E_{HH}$ in the quantum well takes place each time $E_{HH}$ is in resonance with the Fermi energy of emitter. An example of typical IVC inherent to our diodes is shown in Fig. 2 along with the corresponding differential conductance $dI/dV$.

From the temperature–dependent broadening of the current step edges we have determined the energy–to–bias conversion factor [2] $\alpha \approx 0.5$.

In the magnetic field directed perpendicular to the quantum well plane we observed a linear splitting of differential conductance $dI/dV$ peaks (see Fig. 3) attributed to the Zeeman splitting of heavy–hole states in Ge quantum well.

$$\Delta E_z = g_{HH}^z \mu_B B_{\perp}. \quad (1)$$

As we see all levels reveal the same splitting. The gradient of the splitting $d\Delta V_z/dB_{\perp}$ = 0.73 mV/T. The value of $g$–factor for this field orientation was determined as

$$g_{HH}^z = \left(\alpha e/\mu_B\right) \cdot (d\Delta V_z/dB_{\perp}) = 6.3. \quad (2)$$

The angular dependence of $g_{HH}^z$ in the tilted magnetic field at 18 T is plotted in Fig. 4. The splitting turned out to be strongly anisotropic. In the perpendicular field $B_{\perp}$ the splitting is maximal. In an in–plane field $B_i$ we observed a complete suppression of the splitting. This result correlates with the in [3] reported evidence of HH spin splitting which is determined only by $B_{\perp}$ component of magnetic field.
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